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Abstract: This paper presents the design and construction of a robotic arm that plays chess against a
human opponent, based on an artificial vision system. The mechanical design was an adaptation of
the robotic arm proposed by the rapid prototyping laboratory FabLab RUC (Fabrication Laboratory
of the University of Roskilde). Using the software Solidworks, a gripper with 4 joints was designed.
An artificial vision system was developed for detecting the corners of the squares on a chessboard and
performing image segmentation. Then, an image recognition model was trained using convolutional
neural networks to detect the movements of pieces on the board. An image-based visual servoing
system was designed using the Kanade–Lucas–Tomasi method, in order to locate the manipulator.
Additionally, an Arduino development board was programmed to control and receive information
from the robotic arm using Gcode commands. Results show that with the Stockfish chess game
engine, the system is able to make game decisions and manipulate the pieces on the board. In this
way, it was possible to implement a didactic robotic arm as a relevant application in data processing
and decision-making for programmable automatons.
Keywords: artificial vision system; chess playing robotic arm; convolutional neural networks;
Kanade–Lucas–Tomasi method; Stockfish chess game engine; Gcode commands

1. Introduction
The first machine to play chess was built in 1769 by Wolfgang von Kempelen and was known
as “The Turk” [1]. Apparently, the machine could play chess against a human opponent, but it was
actually operated by a chess master.
For many years, researchers in the area of artificial intelligence have been working on algorithms
to play chess autonomously. Alan Turing and David Champernowne were the first to develop a
program capable of playing a full chess game [2], known as “Turing’s paper machine” [3,4]. Because at
the time there were no computers capable of executing the instructions, it was Turing himself who
performed the processing tasks using paper and pencil. It was not until 1996 that a fully functional
computer program, IBM’s Deep Blue, was able to defeat the world champion Gary Kasparov [5].
Since then, many chess engines have been developed, and simultaneously it has become easier
to develop mechanical robots [6,7]. The chess game is an excellent application that works as a test
bed for the implementation of autonomous robotic systems, as it requires solutions for perception,
manipulation, and human–robot interactions for a well-structured problem [8–12].
Several alternatives have been used for the perception of game state in different implementations
of autonomous chess systems. In [13,14], the authors focused on differentiating specific chess pieces,
but the high levels of precision required by reliable autonomous systems were not achieved. Most
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practical implementations address this problem by detecting the movements of the pieces and tracking
them from their initial position, assuming that the initial configuration of the board is correct.
In [15,16], the researchers used on-board magnetic sensors to detect the movement of the pieces,
and a fixed position for the board relative to the robot in order to ease the manipulation [17–19].
Other works used 2D and depth cameras to follow the development of the game [20–24], while in the
investigation carried out in [25], depth cameras were used to detect the occupancy of the board squares
and compare the current state with the previous states.
In this work, a single 2D fisheye camera mounted on the arm grip was used for all perception
tasks. Most of the implementations reported in the literature and chess game tracking systems with
2D cameras use variations of color-based comparisons [26], image subtraction methods to detect
changes [27], and border detectors in order to detect the occupancy of the board squares [28].
Color-based and image subtraction methods require chess sets for a substantial color contrast
between the board and the pieces; thus, these methods are not robust to lighting changes. Edge-based
methods work well with chess sets with low color contrast, but are prone to misinterpret shadows on
empty squares.
The main novelty of this work is the use of a hybrid Siamese network that is responsible for the
detection of position changes of the pieces using a comparison layer, and the color classification of
pieces using a classification layer. Class classification was used to verify the board initial configuration
and was useful in speeding up the data tagging during the database creation [29,30].
The Siamese network approach for the detection of changes provided good results in extreme
cases of movement of pieces with very little background color contrast (such as for white pieces on a
white background). In addition, the method is very robust for changes in lighting.
The implementation uses an image-based visual servoing algorithm (IBVS) [31] based on the
Kanade–Lucas–Tomasi feature tracker (KLT) to position the grip [32]. Therefore, the system does not
depend on a fixed position for the board relative to the robot to manipulate the pieces.
This work focuses on vision algorithms and their integration with the mechanical system. The main
goal was the design of a didactic robot for research purposes.
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2.1. Robotic Arm Design
2.1. Robotic Arm Design
The design used for the robot structure was made by the rapid prototyping laboratory FabLab
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this work. Control) diagrams for laser cutting and some software elements that were not used in this
work.
The original design was conceived to be cut in 12 mm plywood and to use Nema 42 stepper
motors. However, the cost of these motors together with their drivers exceeded the project budget.
For this reason, modifications were made to the original design and all parts were resized by a factor
of two-thirds (see Figure 2a). This modification made it possible to replace the original Nema 42
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To provide an initial reference position for joints, end-stop switches were used for each stepper
motor (three on the rotation axes and one for the gripper).
To provide an initial reference position for joints, end-stop switches were used for each stepper
motor
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an Ultimaker 3D printer (See Figure 3). This was different from the design proposed by FabLab RUC.
A four-finger gripper was designed using Solidworks software and subsequently printed using
A Nema 14 stepper motor coupled to a worm was used with a linear gear to open and close the gripper
an Ultimaker 3D printer (See Figure 3). This was different from the design proposed by FabLab RUC.
fingers [34]. The design allowed the camera to be coupled in the center of the gripper.
A Nema 14 stepper motor coupled to a worm was used with a linear gear to open and close the
gripper fingers [34]. The design allowed the camera to be coupled in the center of the gripper.

Figure 3. Design made in Solidworks for the gripper.
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2.2.1. Stepper Drivers
2.2.1. Stepper Drivers
The TB6560 driver supplies power to Nema 23 motors installed in the three rotational axes.
The TB6560 driver supplies power to Nema 23 motors installed in the three rotational axes. The
The interface with the TB6560 driver was performed using the parallel port in manual operation mode
interface with the TB6560 driver was performed using the parallel port in manual operation mode
(see Figure 4a). For each motor, the activation, direction, and step pins were used. The limit pins for
(see Figure 4a). For each motor, the activation, direction, and step pins were used. The limit pins for
the three axes were not used, since this task was performed by the Arduino with the end-stop switches.
the three axes were not used, since this task was performed by the Arduino with the end-stop
switches.
The driver module was set to one-half micro steps. Initially tests were performed with smaller
micro steps, but the torque needed to move the arm was not achieved. Additionally, an L298N
module was used [35,36] to control the speed of the Nema 14 motor of the gripper (see Figure 4b).
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2.2.2. G-Code Commands
2.2.2. G-code Commands
In order to facilitate the control of the robotic arm, a set of G-code commands was implemented [37],
In order to facilitate the control of the robotic arm, a set of G-code commands was implemented
which was received by the Arduino serial port.
[37], which was received by the Arduino serial port.
G1: This command generates a linear path from the current position to the desired coordinate for
G1: This command generates a linear path from the current position to the desired coordinate
the motors. If the arm is in motion during the command reception, the final coordinate is rewritten
for the motors. If the arm is in motion during the command reception, the final coordinate is rewritten
and the direction of movement changes. If the arm position is unknown (before the end-stop switches
and the direction of movement changes. If the arm position is unknown (before the end-stop switches
are triggered), no movement is made, since the joints can collide. During the movement, the Arduino
are triggered), no movement is made, since the joints can collide. During the movement, the Arduino
sends the current arm position to the computer.
sends the current arm position to the computer.
G28: All motors move in the direction of the end-stops switches, with the positions set to zero.
G28: All motors move in the direction of the end-stops switches, with the positions set to zero.
Although in most CNC machines the axes move one by one, in this case axes A and B move at the
Although in most CNC machines the axes move one by one, in this case axes A and B move at the
same time, because of the mechanical constraints of the workspace of robot (see Figure 5).
same time, because of the mechanical constraints of the workspace of robot (see Figure 5).
When the end-stops switches are triggered, the Arduino sends the initial position through the
When the end-stops switches are triggered, the Arduino sends the initial position through the
serial port. This was useful to establish the mechanical constraints of the robot.
serial port. This was useful to establish the mechanical constraints of the robot.
M18:
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all stepper
motors. It is possible to move the robot manually.
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stepper
motors. It is possible to move the robot manually.
M17: Enable all stepper motors, with their position remaining unknown.
M17: Enable all stepper motors, with their position remaining unknown.
M114: The Arduino sends the current position of the motors through the serial port. This code is
M114: The Arduino sends the current position of the motors through the serial port. This code
useful for debugging purposes.
is useful for debugging purposes.

Figure 5. Axes of the robotic arm.
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2.3.1. Image Capture and Preprocessing
2.3.1. Image Capture and Preprocessing
A fisheye camera lens with an angle of view of 170 degrees was used in order to cover the whole
A fisheye camera lens with an angle of view of 170 degrees was used in order to cover the whole
chessboard. This camera has a good angle of view, but the lens distorts the captured image; thus, it was
chessboard. This camera has a good angle of view, but the lens distorts the captured image; thus, it
was necessary to implement an image correction model. Therefore, a calibration process was done
with an asymmetric chessboard and several image samples, using the tools incorporated in the
OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision) library [38,39].

2.3.2. Chessboard Corner Detection and Image Segmentation
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necessary to implement an image correction model. Therefore, a calibration process was done with an
asymmetric chessboard and several image samples, using the tools incorporated in the OpenCV (Open
Source Computer Vision) library [38,39].
2.3.2. Chessboard Corner Detection and Image Segmentation
A corner detection algorithm is required for several reasons, including searching the board during
game initiation, image segmentation of the pieces for the recognition model, and definition of the
tracking point in the visual servoing system during the piece-grabbing process.
The first stage of the corner detection algorithm consists of finding straight lines in the image.
For this, the Canny edge detector [40–42] and the Hough transform [43–46] were used, which are
available in the OpenCV library.
For each detected line, there is an associate pair (r, θ), where r is the distance from the origin of
the image (upper left corner) to the closest point on the line, and θ is the angle between the x axis and
the line connecting the origin to that closest point.
For the second stage of the process, kernel density estimation (KDE) [47] was used to find the two
main groups
ofxangles
θ with
a difference of 90 degrees, which correspond to the groups of vertical
Electronics
2019, 8,
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REVIEW
6 ofand
19
horizontal lines. As long as there are not many parallel lines in the image, the angles of the chessboard
lines correspond to the two highest peaks in the KDE (see Figure 6). The lines with angles distant to
the board’s line angles were discarded.

Figure 6. Kernel density estimation (KDE) of the line angles.
Figure 6. Kernel density estimation (KDE) of the line angles.

board lines. The KDE of distances r for the groups of vertical
7 ofand
19
The next step is to find the board lines. The KDE of distances r for the groups of vertical and
horizontal lines was calculated. From this, nine peaks were found for each group.
horizontal lines was calculated. From this, nine peaks were found for each group.
In Figure 7, there is a smaller peak corresponding to the board edge line (red circle at the right).
In Figure 7, there is a smaller peak corresponding to the board edge line (red circle at the right).
When checking the average distance between the peaks, the board edge lines are also filtered.
When checking the average distance between the peaks, the board edge lines are also filtered.
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to find
the
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Figure 7. KDE of rho distances for vertical or horizontal group of lines. The peak in the red circle
Figure 7. KDE of rho distances for vertical or horizontal group of lines. The peak in the red circle
corresponds to one of the board’s edge lines.
corresponds to one of the board’s edge lines .

The Hough transform finds several redundant lines in the image for every line on the chessboard.
The Hough transform finds several redundant lines in the image for every line on the
Each peak on the r KDE is used as an estimate of the local averages for every subgroup of redundant lines
chessboard. Each peak on the r KDE is used as an estimate of the local averages for every subgroup
in order to estimate the r values of the board lines. The θ angles of the board lines are independently
of redundant lines in order to estimate the r values of the board lines. The θ angles of the board lines
computed with the average θ of the redundant subgroup of lines, since the real lines in the image are
are independently computed with the average θ of the redundant subgroup of lines, since the real
not perfectly parallel with each other. The chessboard corners are found by intersecting the predicted
lines in the image are not perfectly parallel with each other. The chessboard corners are found by
vertical and horizontal lines.
intersecting the predicted vertical and horizontal lines.

2.3.3. Change Detection and Class Classification
After the chessboard corner detection, the image is segmented and used for the movement
detection and classification of the pieces and background colors. The system follows the pieces during
the game, using the change detection to track their movements from their initial positions.
Initially, different models were tested for the color classification (namely, logistic regression [48],
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2.3.3. Change Detection and Class Classification
After the chessboard corner detection, the image is segmented and used for the movement
detection and classification of the pieces and background colors. The system follows the pieces during
the game, using the change detection to track their movements from their initial positions.
Initially, different models were tested for the color classification (namely, logistic regression [48],
fully connected neural networks [49], and convolutional neural networks [50]). The best results were
obtained with convolutional neural networks. The classes were classified as: white background, green
background, white piece on a white background, white piece on green background, black piece on
white background, and black piece on green background.
Later, a Siamese network [51–54] that compares the image of the current move with that of the
previous move was designed in order to detect movements. The feature vector of the convolution
stage was used for color recognition and for movement detection using additional network layers, but
the vector from the previous movement image was used only for the comparison layer (see Figure 8).
Electronics
8, x FOR
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The2019,
change
detection
was solved using the Siamese network, because in the case of white pieces
on a white background, the color contrast is very subtle (see Figure 8). The use of methods such as color
comparison and image subtraction is not suitable for these cases. Also, the use of class classification
alone is not robust enough to compare the classification outputs to detect changes.
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For each image, the lighting conditions were purposely changed, the robot camera position was
moved a few centimeters, and the pieces were slightly misplaced; this was done to obtain more
realistic data.
Training: To perform the training, the images, corners, and labels from the npz files were
imported. The images were trimmed using the corners as reference, with a padding equaling 25% of
the square size; thus, the information for the surrounding squares facilitated the background color
recognition. The images were scaled to a size of 30 x 30 pixels with three color channels.
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For each image, the lighting conditions were purposely changed, the robot camera position
was moved a few centimeters, and the pieces were slightly misplaced; this was done to obtain more
realistic data.
Training: To perform the training, the images, corners, and labels from the npz files were imported.
The images were trimmed using the corners as reference, with a padding equaling 25% of the square
size; thus, the information for the surrounding squares facilitated the background color recognition.
The images were scaled to a size of 30 x 30 pixels with three color channels.
The data were randomly separated into training and test data with a ratio of 8:2. To take better
advantage of the data, the images were rotated and flipped. This process generated 8 images for each
image in the original database.
2.3.4. Move Validation
The software uses the Stockfish chess engine for game decision-making and movement validation.
The color prediction was used to verify the initial position of the board, while the change detector was
used to track each movement of a piece from its initial position.
For the change detection, the comparison layer outputs a value between 0 and 1. Although it is
not a probability function, it was used as a likability metric to predict the changes. Values close to zero
represent little change, while values close to one represent a significant change. The use of this metric
overcomes confusion when more than 2 squares appear to have changed, since the metric can present
small changes for other reasons; for example, if the lighting varies or an adjacent piece casts a long
shadow on the square.
Each movement involves a change in two squares (the castling and En passant are exceptions that
are
not handled properly). The likability of a movement is modeled with the product of the change
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Tracking a single point is not reliable. In addition, all the points in the image are not suitable
2.3.6. Robot Calibration and Kinematics
for tracking; thus, a mask was implemented to find reference points around the target point (see
To10b).
perform
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thepaired,
robot,and
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between the
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motor
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Figure
The reference
pointsofare
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a prediction
of the
position
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and the angles of the segments via linear regression (see Figure 11b). The angles were measured with
the gyroscope from a cell phone. With the motors disabled, the robot moves manually to the position
to be measured; thus, it is possible to use the G28 code to obtain the motor positions corresponding
to the segment angles. Note that the angle of segment B is independent of motor A (see Figure 11a).
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point is done for each frame. Two points are sufficient for each prediction, since the camera remains
parallel to the plane of the board during movement; thus, the projective transformation of the image
is neglectable.
2.3.6. Robot Calibration and Kinematics
To perform the calibration of the robot, a mapping is made between the stepper motor positions
and
the angles
the segments
via linear regression (see Figure 11b). The angles were measured11with
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The components of the GUI are the following:
Video screen: Displays the video input of the fisheye camera, as well as the target point and cues
during the visual servoing.
Serial monitor: Prints the commands received from the Arduino Mega.
Virtual board: Shows the progress during the game. It can also be manually edited to tag the
images during the training database creation.
Control panel: Incorporates buttons to start a game, makes predictions of the colors of pieces,
saves tagged images to the database, moves the arm manually, etc.
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Although the corrected image has a cutout space compared to the distorted image, the utility of
Although the corrected image has a cutout space compared to the distorted image, the utility of
the fisheye camera is demonstrated in comparison to a traditional 45-degree camera.
the fisheye camera is demonstrated in comparison to a traditional 45-degree camera.

3.2. Chessboard Detection and Segmentation of the Squares
With the use of the Canny filter and the Hough transform, straight lines were detected on the
board, which were filtered successfully using the Kernel density estimation. In this way, the peaks of
the density function were interpreted as local averages in space to predict the positions of the lines
on the board (see Figure 17).
When lighting conditions are bad, this is the first stage in the image processing pipeline that
fails. When the pieces create too many shadows on the board, the Hough transform may fail to
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On the other hand, the success rate for detecting changes in the position of the chess pieces was
509/512. For all implemented models, because of the lack of color contrast, the most frequent
confusions were presented in the following cases: (a) white piece on white background; (b) white
background without a piece.

Figure 18. Confusion matrix. Tags: white background (WB), green background (GB), white piece
Figure 18. Confusion matrix. Tags: white background (WB), green background (GB), white piece on
on white background (WPWB), white piece on green background (WPGB), black piece on white
white background (WPWB), white piece on green background (WPGB), black piece on white
background (BPWB), and black piece on green background (BPGB).
background (BPWB), and black piece on green background (BPGB).
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3.4. Manipulation
3.4. Manipulation
The four-finger gripper (see Figure 3) was specially designed for this project. The camera is
The four-finger gripper (see Figure 3) was specially designed for this project. The camera is
positioned in the middle of the grip, making it is easy to center the end effector over the pieces. The
positioned in the middle of the grip, making it is easy to center the end effector over the pieces. The
disadvantage of this configuration is that if the camera is covered when a piece is grasped, then the
disadvantage of this configuration is that if the camera is covered when a piece is grasped, then the
image based visual servo can be used for the picking action, but not during the placement of the piece.
image based visual servo can be used for the picking action, but not during the placement of the
Instead, the robot uses the IBVS to search the final position of the movement before grasping the piece,
piece. Instead, the robot uses the IBVS to search the final position of the movement before grasping
and later returns to the same coordinates.
the piece, and later returns to the same coordinates.
Given the low-cost nature of the project and the simple open-loop mechanical system, the robot
Given the low-cost nature of the project and the simple open-loop mechanical system, the robot
does not have good repeatability. When it blindly returns to a previous position to place a piece, there
does not have good repeatability. When it blindly returns to a previous position to place a piece, there
is 30% chance (15 out of 50 recorded movements) of placing the piece slightly over a line of that square.
is 30% chance (15 out of 50 recorded movements) of placing the piece slightly over a line of that
On the other hand, the pickup movement of the piece is not seriously affected by the low accuracy
square.
of the mechanical system, because the error displacement (see vector V, Figure 12) is computed with
On the other hand, the pickup movement of the piece is not seriously affected by the low
respect to the camera mounted on the end effector. Also, the four-finger gripper easily centers the
accuracy of the mechanical system, because the error displacement (see vector V, Figure 12) is
pieces during the gripping process, even when they are not properly placed in the middle of the square.
computed with respect to the camera mounted on the end effector. Also, the four-finger gripper easily
The pickup manipulation errors are relatively low.
centers the pieces during the gripping process, even when they are not properly placed in the middle
The method proposed by Tomasi and Kanade [57] to find features is prone to finding corners
of the square. The pickup manipulation errors are relatively low.
(points whose gradient matrix has at least two large eigenvalues). The chessboard has multiple crossing
lines that provide multiple good quality tracking features; therefore, the IBVS implementation based
on the Lukas–Tomasi–Kanade tracker works very well in this scenario.
4. Conclusions
A machine learning model for the color classification and movement detection of chess pieces
was successfully implemented for the game perception of an autonomous chess-playing robot.
Convolutional neural networks are suitable for the recognition of objects with low color contrast; such
is the case for white pieces on white squares. The output feature vector of a convolutional neural
network stage can be used at the same time for class classification and for detection of changes.
A fisheye camera attached to the gripper of a robot can be used successfully for visual servoing
and object manipulation using the Kanade–Lucas–Tomasi algorithm, but problems can arise when
moving blindly to previous positions if the robot mechanism has repeatability problems.
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